
Flood Damage Assessment SECTION 6 

* 
6.1 Estimating Flood Damages 

Figure 6-1 illustrates the process that is followed to estimate flood damages and undertake economic 
analyses of flood mitigation options. 

Flood Hazard M ~ D S  
I 

Survey contents and classify properties of risk 
Survey floor levels in into similar property types Tnitb test flood maps 
flood prone areas in areas of flooding 

Develop relationship between depth of flooding fringe 
and property damage for each property type 

Build flood damage assessment model including 
assessment of intangible costs 

I Run modcl for 10,20,50, 100,200 and PMF floods I 

Calculate the Average Annual Damage (AAD) 

I Run the model for each Improvement Option I 

Calculate the AAD for the complete programme of options 

Figure 6-1: Flood damage assessment (follows on from Figure 5-1) 
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Develop estimates 
for each option 

Rank projects by percentage reduction 

f in AAD that can be attributed to the 
project 

Calculate the benefit cost ratio for thc 
overall programme of works 

> Calculate the Benefit Cost Ratio 

Determine the optimum scheduling of 
options that will lead to: 

for each project = (Reduction in 
AAD) I (Cost of Project) 

f 
".+* 

- acceptable internal rates of rehim 
- greatest reduction in numbcrs of people 

who are affected by flooding 
- greatest enhancement to the environment 
- sustainable reductions in flood risk 
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6.2 Hazard Scenarios 

Flooding hazard scenarios that may have significant effects on the residents and environment of the 
Waiwhetu and Awamutu catchments arc illustrated in Figure 6-2. Huard scenarios may include: 

'I ..: . . ,,:. . .. 

' widespread flooding leading to extensive property damage but comparatively low risk to life I I:. 

localised flooding that can be deep enough to be a hazard to life and property 

flooding that can have significant effects on the environment. 

Landslips in the upper catchments can yield sediment loads that may 
have a major effect on the stream ecology. They can also cause damage 
directly to property and assets and exacerbate flooding. 

environmental health problems due to mohilisation of uncontained 
surface contaminants and overloading of the wastewater systems. Over- 
loading of wastewater systems can be due to infiltration, (raised water 

Analysis of run-off from similar urban areas shows that one of the 
principal sources of contaminants that affect the long term recovery of 
stream ecology is inadequately controlled development sites. New 
developments and redevelopments of existing sites within the urban 
areas can yield sediment loads that can have amajor effect on the 
stream ecology if controls to retain all sediments on site are not 

Regular nuisance flooding effects low-lying properties in the Awamutu 
catchment and more localised surface flooding in parts of the urban 
areas of the Waiwhetu catchment affect access routes and low-lying 
properties on a regular basis. When depths of flooding exceed 0.3m, as 
happens during extreme events (refer to flood maps), flooding becomes 
a significant hazard. Lifelines will be disrupted. Areas most recently 
affected by flooding from the Waiwhetu Stream are areas adjacent to 
Rossiter Ave, Norton Park Ave, Hayward Tce, Riverside Drive, 
Gracefield, Birdwood Road and the Hutt Park Holiday Park. 

hours during 50 year floods. Flow depths and velocities in the overtlow 
areas adjacent to the Waiwhetu Stream are a hazard, paaicularly during 

Flooding of industrial areas may lead to uncontrolled discharges of 

6.3 Adoption of Design Standards 

The design standard for a primary floodway is the largest flood that can be carried safely within the 
floodway (e.g. culvcrt or stream channel). It is the standard of protection that the physical works (e.g. 
culvcrt or stopbank) provide. The design standard will be selected from a range of options from the 
"existing capacity" to a "rare event". There is currently no set design standard for the Awamutu and 
Waiwhetn streams. 

For example, the agreed design standard for the Hutt River is a risk-based 2300 cumec standard. The risk 
based volumetric approach applies varying protection standards to different areas in the floodplain 
depending on how flood-prone they are - in other words it treats the flood risk in a particular area on its 
own merits. 

Stormwater design standards used by Hutt City Council (HCC) also take a risk based approach cmently 
based on a 1 in 100 year flood design standard in accordance with the Building Act. 

6.4 Preliminary Estimates of Assets at Risk 

Counts of the assets shown at risk on the flood maps arc provided in Table 6-1. The count assumes that 
residences are at risk if depth of water above ground is greater than or equal to 250mm. Commercial and 
industrial assets are considered at risk if the depth is greater than or equal to 100mm. The numbers arc 
still approximate and will be updated during the life of the Project as more information becomes 
available. The accuracy of the count has a direct bearing on the assessment of benefits that will accrue 
from any mitigation proposal. 

Figure 6-2: Hazard scenarios 

SECTION 6 

Table 6-1: Assets at  risk from flooding 
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6.5 Estimating Flood Damages 

Economic analysis of each flood mitigation "project" will require reliable estimates of flood damage that 
will involve site survey of the actual levels of assets and the floor levels of dwellings in the areas the 
projects affect. As this is both time consuming and costly, detailed economic analysis for each project 
will be undertaken during the preliminary design of the project. 

The relationships defining the total flood damage that will occur for given depths of flooding for a 
standard house are average costs that will need to be developed. Recent work u n d e ~ e n  by GAB 
Robins for the Whakatane Waimana Floodplain Management Strategy (October 2004) are shown in 
Figure 6-3. A "standard house" is defmed as a standard three bedroom dwelling with raised particleboard 
floor and is indicative of the damages that could be expected for properties in the Hutt Valley. 
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Figure 6-3: Staged damage curve for a "standard house" 

6.6 Key Issues: Flood Damage Assessment 
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6.1 

Issue 

Detailed economic analysis will be undertaken for each flood mitigation project during 
preliminary design, as part of the development of the project business case. 
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